Peripheral nerves -unlike prototypical orthopaedic tissues such as bone, ligaments, cartilage, or muscle -are not often thought of as 'mechanical', or load-bearing. However, nerves course over, through, and around a variety of anatomical structures that move when organisms move (Figure 1 A,B here and Figure 1 in [1]). As a consequence, they must stretch, twist, and bend to accommodate movements such as joint articulation, muscle contraction, and skin distension, without damaging the delicate axons within. A failure by nerves to tolerate mechanical loads has severe consequences for motor, sensory, and autonomic function as well as the emergence of pain. Based on nerve conduction measurements in rodents, rabbits, and humans, tensile strains (magnitudes of stretch) of 10-15% are widely cited as thresholds at which nerve conduction is irreversibly impaired [2] . Paradoxically, though, strains far exceeding these thresholds, up to 20-30% in rat and human peripheral nerves, have been observed, typically in the vicinity of articulating joints [3, 4] . These findings suggest that nerves indeed have the capacity to undergo large deformations without incurring functional loss. Felice Fontana, in 1781, first suggested a clever protective strategy, describing longitudinal undulations in axons that unraveled during nerve deformation ( Figure 1C ) [5, 6] . In addition, axons are surrounded by a well-organized extracellular matrix ( Figure 1D ), which bears the brunt of any mechanical loads [7] . Though these aspects of a nerve's response to loading are appreciated conceptually, a deeper understanding of the complex relationships among nerve structure, nerve biomechanical function, and physiological constraints on nerve deformation have remained elusive.
Lillie, Shadwick and colleagues have attacked this knowledge gap in groundbreaking and dramatic fashion by examining nerve structure and biomechanics in a most unusual experimental model -the rorqual whale [1, 8] . Nerves running through the ventral groove blubber (VGB) in the floor of the whale mouth experience incredible strains during lunge feeding, in some cases doubling in length during intake. In an earlier correspondence, the authors communicated their initial observations of extreme nerve extension, and hinted at the possibility of a unique structural architecture within the nerve [8] . In a follow-up study published in this issue of Current Biology, Lillie et al. detail a deeper investigation of the design principles underlying VGB nerve elasticity [1]. They report a remarkable feat of axonal packing, in which two nested levels of waviness provide slack for extreme nerve extension as well as protection for structures within the nerve ( Figure 1E ).
Several important insights emerged from this study. First, to accommodate large deformations, the level of folding in VGB nerves was observed to be more substantial than anything seen previously. In stark contrast to the gentle waves noted by and since Fontana, undulations in the core of VGB nerves appeared hyper-folded, even buckled. While such folding certainly provides more slack material to unravel during stretch, it also creates tremendous bending strains within each undulation, analogous to the large deformations on the surface of a long rubber eraser that might be bent and buckled between one's fingers. To protect against damage from such bending strains, individual fascicles within the core were also discovered to be wavy, at a smaller length scale, providing strain relief for axons when the nerve core is in a recoiled configuration.
A second key finding was that undulations in the core and fascicle unraveled under different tensions, and were responsible for the nerve's biphasic force-deformation response; the core unraveled first under low tensions (as the feeding pouch begins to fill), and the fascicles followed, unraveling at higher tensions (as the pouch approaches its maximum distension). These observations provide clues as to which regions of the extracellular matrix actually bear mechanical loads at different strains.
Third, incredibly, the waviness of both the nerve core and its fascicles appeared to be custom-tuned to their environment. Nerve cores that experienced higher strains, such as those oriented circumferentially, were more wavy, and larger core diameters displayed a longer wavelength. Furthermore, within a given core, surface regions that strained more during buckling displayed increased fascicular waviness, while deeper regions that strained less exhibited minimal fascicular waviness.
Fourth, the study provided an elegant theoretical explanation for the physical basis underlying the specific pattern of core bending, which is represented by a sine-generated curve (a geometry distinct from a simple sine wave). Such a curve, though perhaps not intuitively so, in fact describes the geometry of a variety of natural phenomena, including meandering rivers and buckled elastic rods [9] . In its recoiled state, a sinegenerated curve minimizes bending strain energy, while concurrently minimizing peak bending strains. Taken in aggregate, data from this study suggest that nature has devised a regionally specific, energetically favorable nerve architecture to accommodate forces and deformations throughout the whale feeding process.
Though this study fills several knowledge gaps, it also raises a number of important questions. Developmentally, how does such remarkable structural organization emerge? Is it pre-patterned or does the mechanical environment during organism growth influence nerve architecture? The development of the gut offers a compelling example of regional mechanical patterning of structure, where differential mechanical loads on the mesentery appear to drive intestinal looping [10] . Could similar differentials play a role in defining the architecture of a nerve? [11] Conversely, from a clinical or veterinary perspective, how does nerve architecture adapt following a persistent change in the mechanical environment of a nerve? For example, nerves may be lengthened in the context of entrapment neuropathy [12] , peripheral nerve surgery [13] , or limb lengthening [14, 15] , and nerve lengthening has also been recently posed as a neuroregenerative strategy [16, 17] The ellipsoid body, a doughnut-shaped part of the fly brain, is essential for visual working memory. Gaseous second messengers establish a functional ellipsoid body and act as a short-term aid in orientation behavior.
With all of our sensory and cognitive faculties, we can easily orient based on landmarks and move toward, for example, a nearby shelter. What is remarkable, however, is that with intermittent visible landmarks, say those that come from a transiently lit sky from lightning on a stormy night, a secondslong working memory allows one to still orient and move toward that target. Such bits of visual feedback are sufficient to update a course based on self-derived orientation information. We can do this, sure, but so can many insects. In this issue of Current Biology, Roland Strauss and colleagues [1] report the mechanism underlying visual working memory in the fly Drosophila melanogaster. It turns out gas-based signaling events are critical in establishing this memory. Flies can be tricked into revealing a visual working memory. If presented with two landmarks that cannot be reached in an otherwise empty landscape, a fly will walk back and forth between the landmarks for hours [2] ( Figure 1A ). In the simplest case, flies with their wings clipped are on an open platform (a diameter of about 10 cm) surrounded by a water moat to prevent them from escaping. The environment is well lit and two large vertical black bars provide the targets. Deviation from the straight path between the landmarks is minimal. In the 'disappearing landmark paradigm ' [3] , where one can measure the visual working memory, a new target is flashed on the wall of the arena, and a fly will orient toward that temporary target ( Figure 1B) . The trick is that all of the landmarks then disappear. No orientation cue! Being in a uniformly lit environment is as good as being in the dark. As long as a fly was distracted for less than four seconds, it will re-orient toward the original landmark and walk toward that now absent target ( Figure 1C) . How well flies re-orient after all of the landmarks disappear is a measure of visual working memory.
Clues about how a fly brain can support this type of memory comes from anatomical and physiological studies. The central complex of the fly brain has several readily recognizable structures. Important for visual working memory is the ellipsoid body, a doughnut-shaped structure that straddles the midline [4, 5] . The ellipsoid body has four different types of 'ring neurons' (R1-4) that innervate 360 degrees of the structure in a tiled fashion. Other, large field neurons connect the ellipsoid body to the remaining structures in the central complex (i.e., fan-shaped body, protocerebral bridge, and noduli). Like a genetic spike through the head, mutations in genes, such as ellipsoid body open (ebo), that grossly alter the structure of the ellipsoid body provided the first evidence for a function of the ellipsoid body in a visual working memory [6] . Moreover, imaging of Ca 2+ activity of large-field neurons that innervate the ellipsoid body showed that Ca 2+ increases in a wedge of the ring correspond to the direction of walking in tethered flies [7] . Importantly, genetic analysis suggested that the function of the ring neurons depends on a competence factor for the ellipsoid body to support visual working memory [6] . That is, multiple redundant sets of ring neurons were sufficient for ebodependent action. These results suggest that a factor from the sets of ring neurons make the ellipsoid body functional. But how is this competence established?
With the idea that ellipsoid body competence might depend on a shortlived and readily diffusible factor, Strauss and colleagues [1] predicted that gaseous second messengers might be critical. Two gases were examined. The first is nitric oxide (NO), which has been
